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ABSTRACT

An experimental investigation was conducted to study double-diffusive finger convection in a

Hele-Shaw cell by layering a sucrose so]u[i(m over a ;,lor~-d(:[ls~ sodium chloride {N:ICI) sl.~lu~ion.

The solutal Raykigh numbers were on [he order of 60,W0, based upon the height of Lhew!l (25

cm), and the buoyancy ratio was 1.2. A full-field light transmission technique ~as used to measure

a dye tracer dissolved in the NaCl solution. We analyze the concentration fields to yield the

temporal evolution of length scales associated with the vertical and horizontal finger structure as

well as the mass flux. These measures sho~v :1mpid progression through two early stages 10 a
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convection of multiple components in porous media. The results are useful for correct formulation

at both the process scale (the scale of the experiment) and effective scale (where the lab-scale

processes are averaged-up to produce averaged parameters). A fundamental understanding of the

fine-scale dynamics of double-diffusive finger convection is necessary in order to successfully

pararneterize large-scale systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

When multiple density-affecting solutes are layered in a buoyantly stable configuration (light over

dense), the dissimilar molecular diffusion coefficients can lead to small-scale, hydrodynamic

instabilities. This process, referred to as double-diffusive convection, develops features that are

much different than those associated with stable advective, dispersive, and/or diffusive transport,

and can significantly influence mass transfer when it occurs (Turner, 1979).

Numerical simulations of double-diffusive convection can contribute valuable insight into system

behavior (Shen and Veronis, 1991, 1997: ChU:] iiiid <’IICII, 1993; ,\~lcII, j ~~~: Sl(wknldn Cl iii.,

1998). In order to properly constrain such investigations, laboratory experiments are required. The

availability of experimental data sets for this purpose, however, is limited due to the difficulties in

obtaining high resolution, full-field, non-intrusive measurements. Lambert and Demenkow (1971)

and Kazrnierczak and Poulikakos ( 1987) appIicd non-intrusive methods using polanmetry and

laser absortiomctry, respecrivc y‘1 . t,>(Jblain So[[ite c{.)r,((:]lrr:~ti(jr~:mcl profile iii<’:lsk!l-c~jlcn[s.Mme

I-ccen(ly, Cooper et al. ( 1997: 2(W iu rc\i:w j , !j&:]~>jj~{j:] i}~jn..i!;t{Lj\i\’c]igllr :f”211\ll”li>Sj\)il tCChlii~UC

Lothe study of double-diffusive systems in a Hele-Shaw ccl] that idIows for full-iield, high spatial

and temporal resolution. However, these experiments were begun by pulling a divider separating

two solutions, resulting in an ambiguous initial condition that makes comparison to simulation

problematic.

In this work, we present a data set for highly unstable, double-diffusive finger convection

characterized by rapidly developing, nonlinear behavior. An experiment was conducted in a Hele-

Shaw cell (an analog of porous media) with sucrose overlying sodium chloride (NaCI). We refined

the experimental system of Cooper et al. (1997) to yield a well defined, near step-function initial

condition and used light transmission methods to track the evolution of the concentration field in

time. As an example of several integral measures that can be obtained from the data, we also

present the time evolution of horizontally averaged vertical profiles, the height of the finger region,

mass transfer, mass flux, and a characteristic horizontal length scale. These data, both the
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concentration fields and integral measures, provide very extensive and high quality data suitable for

the development and evaluation of numerical simulators.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Our experiment was conducted in a Hele-Shaw cell with NaCl and sucrose as the diffusing

components. The dimensionless buoyancy ratio (RP = ~1Cl / ~zCz), where ~ is the volumetric

L3xpmlsi(-)ncocf’ii{’icnt [ciilllcJlsionless”], :ind C i<Ihe ini!i;d w>lutcc<)ncenw;l(ion [dimensionless].

was chosen at 1.2 and the solute concentrations were defined to give component (i) Rayleigh

number (Rs, = /?iCighk / Divi ) magnitudes <60,000. The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the NaCl and

sucrose solutions, respectively, g is acceleration of gravity in the plane of the cell [L t-2],h is the

system length scale [L] (here defined as the height of the cell), k is the intrinsic permeability [L*],

D is the molecular diffusion coefficient [L* t-l], and v is the kinematic viscosity [L* t-l]. Table 1

presents the fluid proper:ics used in Ibis s~~xly.A dye Irxxr ;~,’.mjcr .?CnkiI-~S~:I>&’(.;~~jLW%1. (1.~~

gin/kg) was nixed wid~ the NaCJ soluLion to visualize and quantify the evolving slructure. We

actually measure the dye concentration, but because the dye has a negligible effect on solution

density and the system is highly convective, the tracer is assumed to track the NaCl solution

throughout most of the experiment.

The Hele-Shaw cell consisted of two polished glass plates (30.5x19x1.27 cm) separated by plastic

shims along their long axis edges, clamped together within an aluminum frame (see Figure 1). The

cell was placed onto a test stand (angle at 25° from horizontal) that consisted of a controlled output

light source (a two-dimensional array of fluorescent bulbs) and CCD camera (Photometries, with

Kodak KAF-4200 Scientific Grade chip having an array of 2033x 2048 pixels, each with 4096

gray levels). Images of the entire cell including a constant optical density step wedge were acquired

with a spatial resolution of 0.0154 cm. Details of the image acquisition system are discussed in
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Detwiler et al. (1999). The temperature of the glass plates was monitored during the experiment at

a number of points (average of 2 1.7°C in time and space with a range of 21.3 to 2 1.9°C).

The development of the initial condition is shown in Figure 2. The cell was first saturated with

water and then the experimental solutions entered from points in the upper and lower comers of the

Hele-Shaw cell and exited at a point sink at the opposite side. After -200 cell volumes of fluid was

flushed through the cell, the inflow and outflow valves were closed and the instability was allowed

to evolve naturally. Analysis of the initial condition using single pixel-wide vertical transects across

~he cell shows a mean transition zone thickness of 1.2 Inrn ‘Ailh a varimce of 1..3x 1()’:I)?i112.The

relative flatness of the interface and its variation in thickness across the cell are shown in Figures 3

and 4, respectively. Figure 3 shows that the interface fluctuates no more than 1.5 mm from the

center of the cell. Figure 4 illustrates that the thickness of the interface is relatively constant with a

maximum deviation near the inflow boundary.

The Hele-Shaw cell provides a clear, unobstructed view of the double-diffusive fingers as they

develop that is difficult to achieve in real or artificial porous media. Low Reynolds number [0(1)]

flows between parallel plates can approximate behavior of two-dimensional flows through porous

media (Bear, 1988). For the analogy to be valid, certain criteria must be satisfied that relate the

ape~ure gap to the flow dynamics (Wooding, 1960; Elder, 1967):

(a) U(a)* <<~ U(U)2<<~
6

—<<1 —
6VC 6D,

(1 a-c)

4

where (a) is the mean spacing between the glass plates, 6 is the smallest length scale of motion

(i.e, finger width), U is a characteristic velocity, v, and D, are a characlcris[ic kinematic viscosity
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and diffusion coefficient of the fluid. The first criterion suggests that the analogy does not hold

until the smallest length scale of motion becomes much greater than the cell gap. The second and

third criteria imply that inertial effects must be negligible in comparison to the diffusion of

momentum and mass. Inequalities 1a and b were satisfied within several minutes of the start of the

experiment; that is, by the time the initial perturbations were first observed. However, the third

criterion is never fully satisfied. For an individual finger, the value of the left-hand side (essentially

a Pecl&t number) ranges from 3.5 at the stan of the experiment to 0.33 when the finger region has

reached the boundaries. This implies that there may be a significant component of mass transfer in

dle third dimension (:icross LIWeel} g:ip~ so ih~[ [k cmlccriwitkn iields i~~ Ix>[ stricdy two-

dimensional. This may be important in modeling as we discuss in our concluding remarks.

2.2. Aperture and Concentration Fields

The nvam aperture i~as calcLllatcd based on (I{ciliicclion of 2 Mown m:iss of liquifi into lhe fir:+

Hele-Slxiw ceil The area occupied by lhc liquid v~iisob!tined LisingM id:!p[i’v’c ihresholding

algorithm (Nicholl and Glass, 1994), and knowledge of the liquid density resulted in a mean

aperture, (a), of 0.177 mm iO.001 mm. The intrinsic permeability (k) was calculated using the

relationship (a)z / 12 yielding a value of 2.61 x 10-9m2 * 10-12m2.

Application of the protocol of Detwiler et al., ( 1999) allowed measurement of the aperture fie~d

with a root mean square (RMS) error estimated at 0.8% of the mean aperture. The aperture field

has a narrow distribution with a variance about the mean of 2.5 x 10-7cm2. The x and z-direction

semivariograms of the aperture field are presented in Figure 5. The slight trend in the x-direction is

due to the fabrication of the glasis and the fact that although the plates were polished to a specific

tolerance, they we not perfectly flat. ‘1’heltirger trend in lim :-direction i~ a Consequence of Ihe

clamping pressures along the long sides of the cell. Characterization of the dominate trend (z-

direc[ion) in Figure 6 shows the percent variation from (he mean aperture based on a horizonla]ly
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averaged vertical profile of the aperture field. Table 2 provides a summary of the geometry and

statistics of the aperture field.

Following the procedure described by Detwiler et al. (2000), pixel based calibration curves relating

light absorbance to dye concentration were built by filling the cell with a series of dye

concentrations in a base NaCl solution equal to that used in the experiment. One hundred images

were acquired at each concentration, intensity adjusted for slight temporal fluctuations in the light

source using the constant optical density step wedge and averaged to effectively remove CCD

. . .
:~o~se. I he resul~ln$gpl.xel-by-pixel c:lihrmon uurvr \~,I:;,s ~:i”):!r:iclcl-iz.c?ciby Cori”c?.la[ionu’Kt’l”~L’~r13ts

above 0.99. From single images acquired during the experiment, we obtained concentration fields

with maximum precision based average RMS concentration errors of - 3% of the maximum

solution concentration. Since measures for length scales and mass transfer rates are based on the

average of thousands to millions of concentration field data points, this precision-based error

becomes neglig,ibk in these measw-es. Evdw[ion of [he max Mance in time suggested that Ihe

sucrose concentration also slightiy infiucnu~’s the :!bsorbance lersus conccnt~-a[ion rda~ioi~sliip. To

compensate for this influence, we applied a small concentration-dependent correction factor (a sine

function) to the measured calibration curve. This approach substantially decreased mass balance

error from a maximum of 470 to 0.5910at the end of the experiment.

3. CONCENTRATION FIELDS AND STRUCTURAL MEASURES

The experiment lasted 945 minutes with a total of 270 images acquired sequentially in blocks of 45

each with increasing separations in time (0.33, 0.67, 1.33, 2.67, 5.34 and 10.67 minutes).

Below, we firsl present ihe temporal his[w-y as illustrated in a series of normalized concentration

field (C/ C,,) i}nages. Next, v,>eco[)sider wvcral integral I;XXiSlireS [hat can be obmined from these
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concentration fields such as vertical concentration profiles, height of the finger region, mass

transfer, mass flux, and a characteristic horizontal length scale.

3.1. Description of Evolving Instability

Figure 7 (a-1 shows a sequence of images spanning the duration of the experiment. The instability

develops as a horizontal array of vertical perturbations across the cell. The first detectable

perturbations occur at 2.7 minutes into the experiment (based on power spectrum analysis with

95% confidence). These perturbtitions quickly wlf-or~Lmi7.e into an array of fingers th:i{ r:~pidly

grow in time. After approximately 6 minutes, a transition occurs where vertical growth slows as

fingers begin to interact and merge with neighbors causing a re-organization of the initial finger

structure. Figure 7a shows the convecting field after

period.

minutes near the end of this re-organization

After re-organization, newly generated fingers COjltillLiOUS]yform wi[hin the transition zone and

quickly merge with, and convect up, the stems of nearby, more mature, fingers, eventually

reaching the mature finger tip. This process allows a set of fingers that have developed from onset

to grow throughout the experiment (Figure 7b,c). In general, the finger appearance consists of a

thick ‘root’ region (located in the transition zone and from where new fingers develop), a

somewhat thinner ‘stem,’ with a transition to a slightly bulbous-like finger tip. The upward and

downward moving fingers appear to grow symmetrically about the transition zone. Another

interesting feature is the complex, random bifurcation of finger tips (Figure 7d at 96 minutes, see

top middle; bottom left and right region).

After 126 nlinu[es (Figure 7e), 1}1,l:l:;tes[ j:ri-I\\ir;g fir,:::rs ri>:t~h [!w (,}P:lnd Mt(ml of t!Ir cell and

begin to spread lutmdly forming more dense {ot Ihe l>{):~~i~~)WI(!ICSSdense (:1[?Iwtop) ‘clouds’ of

fluid. Figures 7f, g, and h show the clouds extending toward the center of the cell. After216
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minutes of convection, isolated pockets of pristine solution (C/ C,, = 1 or O) located near the

middle of the cell (Figure 7h) continue to generate new fingers until they are eventually exhausted

(Figure 7k). At late time (945 minutes) the normalized concentration field throughout the cell

approaches homogeneity with the mean C/ C,, ranging between 0.4 to 0.6 (Figure 71). At this

point, the system has become dominated by diffusion; structures seen in Figure 7k simply become

more diffuse in Figure 71.

3.2. Integral Measures in Time

The C/ C,, fields measured throughout the experiment can be interrogated in a number of ways to

yield integral measures of the evolving concentration fields. Horizontally averaged vertical profiles

can be developed in time over the course of the experiment (Figure 8). By defining the upper and

lower bounds on the profiles, the vertical growth of the finger region (the distance that

encompasses the convectin: layer] can he dc{ermind. Ii-i Figure ‘~ the hciyh{ of Il~e finger rrgion in

time is presented for C/ C,, limits of 0.95 and 0.05. There are four different regions of behavior

shown in Figure 9: (1) a stable stage (prior to onset of instability), (2) an early stage which

includes the initial vertical growth and the transition period when the initial fingers re-organize, (3)

a mature stage where the finger region continuously increases, and (4) a rundown stage. The time

for the finger region to reach the boundaries is also shown. The growth rate of the finger region

during the mature stage results in a velocity of 0.0022 cm S-l.The constant data in Figure 9 within

the rundown stage implies that the fingers have convected the entire vertical height of the cell.

A simple Newton-Cotes integration scheme was applied to the C/ C,, profile data to obtain the

normalized dye/NaCl mass transfer (M/M,J across the centerline of the cell in time (Figure 10),

where M,, is ~he to[a] m;]ss of dyc/NaCl in (he cell. Approximately 50% of (he available solute nuiss

was transferred from the bottom half of the cell to the top within 300 minutes. The corresponding
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normalized mass flux was obtained by dividing the mass transfer by the cross sectional area of the

cell and applying a five-point central difference scheme in time (Figure 11, crosses). The’ noise’”in

the normalized mass flux is far above that due to error in the C/CO fields and is the result of

complexity inherent in the unstable process. A smoothed normalized mass flux is also presented

where a moving average of 10 points was applied (Figure 11, circles). The normalized mass flux

(L-2 t“]), dbtained from the mature stage data, is near constant at a value of 0.64 m’ s-’. The early

stage behavior in the flux that is evident in Figure 10 was also observed in the numerical

simulations of Shen and Veronis (1991).

As can be seen in Figure 7, a horizontal length scale that characterizes the evolving concentration

field is a function of not only time, but also of the vertical location within the cell. Here we

consider a horizontal length scale defined by dividing the cell length by the number of C/CO slope

changes in a horizontal traverse at the centerline of the cell (Figure 12). Considering only the

,;..!
inature sla~e, lve find power I:i\v bi>l-~:~vio:‘.!.’ii\l - i .

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Double-diffusive finger convection occurs when a fluid containing two solutes becomes unstable to

perturbations. We conducted an experiment to investigate the evolution of double-diffusive finger

convection in a Hele-Shaw cell under a highly unstable initial condition. A lighter sucrose solution

was layered over a denser sodium chloride solution containing a dye in a well-defined, near step

function initial configuration. Perturbations at the interface quickly form and evolve into mm-to

cm-scale fingers that travel primarily vertically, transpol~ing mass at a rate much faster than would

occur in a stable diffusive system. As the system evolves, a transition occurs where adjacent

fingers begin to merge ~oform wider lingers, and new lingers begin to be generated from near the
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initial concentration step. Over time, this convection-dominated system runs down and becomes

dominated by diffusion.

We used a Hele-Shaw cell as an analog to a two-dimensional porous medium. It allows one to

resolve with extreme detail the concentration field of a solute and measure the structural patterns

that form. However, Hele-Shaw cells are not perfect analogs, and in our highly unstable

experiment, one of the conditions for analogy was violated such that concentration fields were not

fully two-dimensional. In preliminary simulations using a lattice-1301tzmann approach, recognition

of the till’ce-dirncllsi{>~l:ll12ii[Ll I”e Of I]M ~’ield]ifl$ b~trl ShOWrI (O k importan[ {S{oc’kman et d.,

1998). We also note that natural porous media is not two-dimensional, homogeneous, and

isotropic as are Hele-Shaw cell models. Additionally, for scales of motion on the order of the size

of a pore, a Hele-Shaw cell may not capture exactly the analogous behavior that would occur in

porous media.

h: order to qu:in[ify the obser~ed behavior, wc inlroiiuced a dye that is wsuined LObehave

passively; that is, it is assumed to travel in the convective flow field and not undergo motion of its

own. This is justified by determining the Pecl&t number (Pe) of dye traveling in a finger. For the

values reported above (v- 10-3cm see-1, D (dye)- 10-10mz see-’) and a 10 cm long finger, Pe- 10s.

Thus, barring chemical reactions and surface phenomena, the diffusion of dye probably has

negligible effect on our results while convection is dominant. However, the dye will not fully map

NaC1, especially at longer times when diffusion begins to dominate. Simulations of the

experiments should be considered that include a passive tracer as actually measured in the

experiment.
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The data presented in this paper provides a baseline for use in the development and evaluation of

models for double-diffusive systems. There are iwo \ypes of models Ihat must be developed. The

first, which we call ‘process level,’ is formulated at the scale of the experiment in order to simulate
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the full complexity of the evolving flow field. Once evaluated, process level models can be

extended to consider more than two density-affecting components as well as precipitationheaction

mechanisms that will also influence local fluid composition and density. The second type of model,

which we call ‘effective level,’ is formulated at larger scales and must capture the essence of the

enhanced flux in an effective large-scale sense. While necessary for regional-scale hydrogeological

analyses where it is impossible to resolve the fine-scale structures as seen here, such an approach

will be a challenge to develop and will require additional fundamental understanding of the double-

diffusive process so that appropriate process up-scaling can be formulated.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1: Schematic of the experimental set up. Hele-Shaw cell aperture is initially saturated with

water. Sodium chloride (NaCl) and sucrose solutions enter the cell from the top and bottom

corners and exit at a point sink at the opposite side. Fluid properties are such that the molecular

diffusivity and density of NaCl solution (Dl, p] ) are greater than the sucrose solution (D2, p2).

Figure 2: Temporal development of the initial transition zone between the NaC1-sucrose solution.

Dimerisions of the flow field are 25.41 x 16.25 cm. (a) shows the dyed NaCl solution entering

from the left comer of the cell at 0.5 minutes (sucrose, entering at the top left corner, mirrors the

development of the NaCl solution but can not be seen because no dye was placed in the sucrose

solution). (b) at 1 minute, the solutions converge in the center of the cell and a distinct transition

zone between the two solutions form. (c) after 30 minutes (- 200 cell volumes) the inflow and

oLMow wolves arc closed and the static transition zone is well defined (thickness -0.12 cm) with

less-dense sucrose soiution (black) above more-dense NaCl solution (red).

Figure 3: The variation about the center of the transition zone (C/C,, = 0.5) with horizontal

distance from left boundary. A variation of - 0.1 cm occurs near the left and center of the cell with

deviations at right boundary of -0.15 cm.

Figure 4: The variation about the mean transition zone at the beginning of the experiment (time =

O) as a function of horizontal distance from left bounda~. In general, the deviation from the mean

(1.2 mm) is within 5%. At the left boundary there is a maximum variation of 12’%,and this is due

to the transition between dynamic flow (setting up the transition zone) and static initial conditions

(when the inflow and outflow valves are closed). The small variations in the transition region

thickness along the Imrizon[:d leng[h allow for E:iLural,unperturbed evolution of the fingers.
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Figure 5: Sernivariogram (normalized to aperture variance) of the x (horizontal) and

directions of the aperture field represented by the dashed and solid lines, respectfully.

z (vertical)

Figure 6: Variation from the mean aperture as function of distance from top boundary. The

clamping pressures along the top and bottom boundaries of the glass plates required for cell

construction causes ‘bowing’ which results in a larger aperture (2.5% of mean) at the center and

smaller aperture (- 3.5% of mean) at the boundaries.

Figure 7(a-d): Normalized concentration I’ieicls(C/C,,) of the evolving double-diffusive

convection based on percent of NaCl mass transferred in the vertical direction. (a) 1% mass

transfer at t = 11 minutes, (b) 5% mass transfer at t= 39 minutes, (c) 10% mass transfer at t= 68

minutes, (d) 1570 mass transfer at t= 96 minutes. C\C,, in legend refers to normalized

concentration of NaCl solution.

Figure 7(e-h): Continued from Figure 7(a-d). (e) 20% mass transfer at t= 126 minutes, (f) 25’%

mass transfer at r = 156 minutes, (g) 30% mass transfer at r = 180 minutes, (h) 35% mass

transport at t= 216 minutes. C/C. in legend refers to normalized concentration of NaCl solution.

Figure 7(i-1): Continued from Figure 7(e-h). (i) 40% mass transfer at r = 232 minutes, (j) 45%

mass transfer at t= 306 minutes, (k) 50% mass transfer at t= 528 minutes, (1) 51 Yomass transfer

at f = 945 minutes. C/C() in legend refers to normalized concentration of NaCl solution.

Figure 8: Horizontally averaged vertical profiles of the normalized concentration (C\C,J field at

selected times during the experiment (time history indicated by arrow).

Figure 9: The growth of finger region based on normalized concentration profile limits that

characterize the maximum growth of the fingers in time (C/C(, = 0.95 and 0.05). There are four
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stages that occur during the experiment. These are the stable stage (before the onset of instability),

the early stage which includes the initial vertical growth followed by a leveling off period, the

mature s~age where vertical growth continues, and the rundown stage where the interactions of the

fingers with the boundaries begins to influence finger behavior. The time at which the finger region

contacts the upper and lower boundaries is indicated by the arrow.

Figure 10: Normalized mass transfer (M\MO) as a function of time. See Figure 9 caption for

description of stages.

Figure 11: Normalized mass flux as a function of time. See Figure 9 caption for description of

stages. A five-point central difference algorithm was applied to IkMkf,,data (crosses) and moving

average (of 10) was applied to smooth data (circles).

Figure 12: Horizontal finger width as:: function of time. See Figure 9 c:q)tion for d&Xriptioil of

stages. Finger widths are defined for the transition zone region based on a computer code that

detects concentration gradients between adjacent fingers. Due to the slight curvature of the

transition zone at early time, it takes - 5 minutes for all fingers to convect far enough to be detected

by the code; therefore, these data (diagonal crosses) are inferred. For time> 60 minutes code gives

erroneous results due to difficulty in detecting the decreasing gradients.
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Table 1: Fluid properties

Property Value Stdev

c1 (g/kg)
C, (g/kg)

PI

P2
D,(m’s”’)
D,(m’s”’)
D, (m2 s’)

U2 (m* s-’)

u, (m’s”’)

Rs,
RS2

34.6328
52.3415

0.689

0.372

1.48x 10-Y
4.88 X 10-’(’
5.67 X 10-’(’

1.03 x 10-6

i.13x 10”6

-27,625
62,700

6x 10-’
1 x 10-3

3 x 10-3

2 x 10”3

2 x 10-”
9 x 10-’2
1 x 10-”

2x 10-’

2 x 10-8

800
1800

Subscript 1and 2 refer to NaCl and sucrose solution respectively

Properties reported are based on initial conditions (time= O)

~ (volumetric expansion coefficient) from density versus concentration data (Weast 1977)

D, (NaCl diffusion coefficient) from Stokes (1949) and D2 (sucrose diffusion coefficient) from

lrani and Adamson (1958) at 5070 of the maximum concentration which represents

the average concentration of each solution within the transition zone

D3 (dye diffusion coefficient) from Detwiler et al. (2000)

v (kinematic viscosity) from Weast ( 1977)

Table 2: Aperture field dimensions and measured statistics

Dimensions, cm x cm 25.41 X 16.25
Pixel size, cm 1.54 x 102
<a>, cm 1.77 x 10”2
Minimum aperture, cm 1.70 x 10”2
Maximum aperture, cm 1.81 X 10-’
RMS Error. % of mean 0.8
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